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INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamics is a completely empirical science devoted to the description of macroscopic systems. It follows formally from its three principles and stands firmly independent of any microscopic description. Statistical mechanics, on the other hand, is founded on the general principles of mechanics, and it attempts to bridge the gap from the microscopic description of a system to its macroscopic thermodynamical properties. This attempts has met with undeniable success through the additional introduction of ensembles and distributions such as microcanonical, canonical, grand canonical, etc., whereby microstates, constrained to satisfy some specific macroscopic condition are used to obtain average values of macroscopic variables. Its success, however, is measured in terms of agreement with thermodynamics, which is ultimately the final judge. Thus the potentially unbridled course of theoretical speculation is wisely trimmed by the correctness of thermodynamical empiricism.
The "recent" extension of experimental and theoretical research to systems that are neither wholly microscopic nor macroscopic, aptly named mesoscopic, should be enlightened by the same wisdom. While names and functions (temperature, entropy, free energy. . . .) have been borrowed from thermodynamics, the urge to label the field as "novel" has led to rash statements such as the primacy of one ensemble (microcanonical) over the others, or even to the perverse affirmation of a "new" thermodynamics or to the "failure" of the "old" thermodynamics and its principles. These bold statements have been accompanied by a cavalier disregard for the physical definitions and indentification of phases while retaining at the same time the right to define phase transitions on the basis of possibly myopic interpretations of anecdotal numerical results. As a result, the rush to calculate properties of individual mesoscopic systems underscores the essential limitations of these efforts, which renounce the beautiful generality of thermodynamics for results as limited and specific as the systems under consideration become legion. This direction leads to as many individual "statistical mechanics" as there are mesoscopic systems.
Our approach retains the reductionistic devise of describing the plethora of mesoscopy in terms of the "old" thermodynamics, adjusted by the least number of new quantities necessary to describe the finite systems. This idea, of course, is not new. It is embodied, for instance, in the "liquid drop" model, which has so much success in nuclear physics. It consists of expanding thermodynamic functions such as the free energy in terms of a "finiteness" variable A 1/3 where A is the "size -mass" of the finite system. So we write:
F(A, T ) = a v (T )A + a s (T )A
2/3 + a c A 1/3 + · · ·
where a v (T ), a s (T ), a c (T ) are the temperature T dependent volume, surface, curvature, etc. free energy coefficients. The leading term is the extensive thermodynamical volume term a v (T )A, the others (which can be made shape dependent, e.g. a v (T ) = a 0 v (T ) f (s/s 0 ) where s is the actual surface s of the object and s 0 is the surface of its equivalent sphere) are the terms that account for the finiteness and vanish for A → ∞. The shape variables can either be fixed, or let free to assume the value demanded by the free energy minimization. The fact that in the nuclear case the expansion can be safely stopped at the surface term while retaining accuracies of the order of one percent down to sizes as small as A = 20 gives us the hope that "in general" just by adding a surface term we may obtain similarly adequate descriptions for many other mesoscopic systems. Furthermore, for short range forces it happens that the surface coefficient is nearly equal and opposite to the volume coefficient, i.e. a v (T ) = −a s (T ). This leads to a great deal of economy and to an extreme generality.
It is important to appreciate that in any calculation applied to mesoscopic systems, the presence of the surface as a physical boundary, and boundary condition is of paramount importance for all calculations. Many of the claimed novel and general features resulting from finite system calculations are either strongly dependent on such boundary conditions, or are artifacts of unwittingly introduced boundary conditions which may not have necessarily any specific physical meaning.
We shall exemplify the above ideas by considering phase coexistence and phase transitions. In what follows we shall show:
1. how surface boundary conditions on one hand explain the signatures for phase transitions proposed in literature, such as negative heat capacities, bimodality, etc.; 2. how these signals are dependent on explicit or implicit boundary conditions; 3. how these signals are not limited to finite systems but may appear even in infinite systems and therefore are not specific; 4. how a proper accounting of the free energy change as particles or clusters are transferred from one phase to the other goes a long way towards accounting for most finite size effects (complement method); 5. how long range forces limit and even prevent the definition of phases and thus of phase transitions; 6. how the decay rates of an electrically charged system can be corrected by eliminating the Coulomb effect, and transformed into concentrations of the Coulomb-less equivalent system, thus allowing for the use of standard thermodynamics to characterize phase transitions.
SIGNALS OF PHASE TRANSITIONS IN SYSTEMS BIG AND SMALL
The advent of nano physics in material sciences on the one hand, and the realization that nuclear physics belongs to the same realm on the other, brings to fore the problem of connecting the properties of the infinite system to those of the mesoscopic system. Recently, special attention has been paid to phase transitions in small systems and to their characterization. A variety of signals has been proposed to identify phase transitions in mesoscopic systems, of which the most celebrated are: a) "convex intruders" in the entropy S versus energy E diagram and the germane phenomena of negative heat capacities; b) Bimodality in the appearance of phases under the same set of conditions (e.g. temperature T , density ρ , pressure p, etc.), for instance either all liquid or all vapor but not both simultaneously; c) Fisher-like scaling plots of vapor clusters in equilibrium with either an infinite or mesoscopic liquid phase.
All of these signals have been studied numerically in certain models like Ising or Potts models with the hope that their appearance in physical experiment might be used for the identification of a phase transition and for its eventual characterization.
This brings forth the need for a critical analysis of these signals and their interpretation beyond the anecdotal nature of numerical simulations. This need is particularly acute for nuclei where on one hand traditional experimental approaches are not accessible and, on the other hand, the presence of a long range force (Coulomb) raises disturbing questions even on the possibility of such systems presenting a thermodynamic phase transition. In what follows we shall analyze the signals of convex intruders and related negative heat capacities, as well as bimodality, making a special effort to retain a solid connection with thermodynamics.
Negative heat capacities
A convex intruder is defined as an energy value E in a micro-canonical model where (at constant volume V )
where S is the entropy of the system in question. Since in standard thermodynamics
it follows that the specific heat at constant volume C V < 0, granted of course that it makes sense to define the variables T and C V as temperature and the specific heat in such an anomalous energy range. Down sloping caloric curves and negative heat capacities also seem to appear in canonical and grand canonical treatments of simple models.
It has been claimed that the appearance of a negative heat capacity ipso facto demonstrates the presence of a phase transition in a finite system. In this work we show that:
1. negative heat capacities may appear in the infinite systems even in the absence of a phase transition and they are perfectly unsurprising; 2. negative heat capacities in finite systems undergoing phase transitions can be simply related to surface effects, can be simply described in terms of surface free energies, and being surface related, they depend on the vagaries of boundary conditions at times unwittingly introduced in the model under study.
First let us show how a negative heat capacity may appear in a single phase (vapor) of the infinite system. Let us define
where X stands for a particular direction in the pressure-temperature (p-T ) plane. Since
we obtain
For an ideal vapor
. For sufficiently large V m and for a steep enough trajectory on the p-T plane, C X becomes negative even in an "ideal" gas! A well quoted example of this situation arises along the liquid-vapor coexistence curve where
with ∆H m as the molar enthalpy of evaporation. Here we have
T showing that for a saturated vapor at sufficiently small temperatures C X becomes negative. However, this has nothing to do with phase transitions since eq. (5) shows that negative heat capacities can occur for an ideal vapor as well! A similar "strange phenomena" occurs for the thermal expansion coefficient
Again, there is a whole range of conditions for which V m d p dT m > 1 and the thermal expansion coefficient is negative. For instance along coexistence
Again, this has nothing to do with phase transitions but just with the standard properties of and ideal gas.
Convex intruders, temperature and heat capacities
In a microcanoncal system, the natural variables are the entropy S, energy E and the particle number N. Occasionally an auxiliary variable Middle: the probability distribution P(E) for usual S(E) behavior. Right: the probability distribution P(E) for the S(E) behavior with a convex intruder.
is introduced to make a connection with ordinary thermodynamical observations. In a grand canonical system the natural variables are the free energy F, the temperature T and the chemical potential µ. Are the two temperatures equivalent?
In general they are not. In the former case assigning T is equivalent to assigning E. In the latter, T corresponds to an energy distribution
which derives physically from the "openess" of the canonical system and from its state of energy equilibrium with the environment. However, if certain conditions are obtained, it is accurate to speak of the two temperatures interchangeably. Let us consider a microcanonical system which admits a "convex intruder" in the function S = S(E)as in Fig. 1 . In regions 1 and 3 the function is concave and in region 2 convex. In regions 1 and 3 we can properly define a temperature according to Eq. (10) at any fixed energy E. The corresponding canonical temperature generates a distribution P(E) according to Eq. (11) which looks like the middle plot of Fig. 1 provided that ∂ 2 S ∂ E < 0. This distribution gives the most probable energy equal to the microcanonical energy E. In other words, if we place the microcanonical system with energy E (and auxiliary temperature T ) in contact with a thermostat at temperature T one will observe the evolution of the microcanonical δ -function for E into a "gaussian" with usual constraint. Nothing much has happened.
In region 2, however, while we can always calculate a temperature according to Eq. (10) at a given energy E the corresponding canonical distribution of energy at that temperature exhibits the bimodal distribution shown in right most plot of Fig. 1 . The two peaks correspond to the position of the common tangent point no matter what T is. The ensemble splits into two sub-ensembles, which have very different energies, but a unique temperature (the common tangent temperature) T tang = T (except for a point). The area under to two peaks corresponds to a linear approximation of the available energy. Notice that this guarantees the maximization of the total entropy which will ride not on the convex intruder, but on the common tangent. Consequently, the microcanonical "temperature" becomes physically meaningless as well as any quantity like heat capacity that is based upon such a temperature. In this case, while T and C V can still be defined mathematically, they lose their physical meaning and their usefulness.
Negative heat capacities and first order phase transitions in nuclei
The thermodynamical equilibrium properties of first order phase transitions are completely describable in terms of the thermodynamic state variables associated with the individual separate phases.
Renewed attention to phase transitions has been generated by studies of models with either short range interactions (e.g. the Ising model [20? ? ? , 14] or the lattice gas model [? ] ). Features expected to disappear in the thermodynamic limit were noticed and were claimed to be essential, characteristic indicators of phase transitions in mesoscopic systems [? ] . For instance, first order phase transitions were associated with anomalous convex intruders in the entropy versus energy curves, resulting in back-bendings in the caloric curve, and in negative heat capacities [? ] . These anomalies have been attributed to a variety of causes, the foremost of which are surface effects.
In the context of nuclear physics, microcanonical models of nuclear multifragmentation have associated the anomalies of a convex intruder with the onset of multifragmentation [? ] . Recently, the claim has been made of an empirical observation of these anomalies, such as negative heat capacities in nuclear systems [2] . It would be highly desirable to ground any evidence for these anomalies, theoretical or otherwise, on thermodynamics itself, minimally modified to allow for the possible role of surface effects related to the finiteness of the system.
In this section we investigate the subject of caloric curves and heat capacities of finite systems in the coexistence region and the underlying role of varying potential energies ("ground states") with system size on the basis of simple and general thermodynamical concepts. Our study applies to leptodermous (thin skinned) van der Waals-like fluids and to models such as Ising, Potts, and lattice gas.
Let us consider a macroscopic drop of a van der Waals fluid with A constituents in equilibrium with its vapor. The vapor pressure p at temperature T is given by the Clapeyron equation
where ∆H m is the molar vaporization enthalpy and ∆V m is the molar change in volume. It gives a direct connection between the "ground state" properties of the system and the saturation pressure along the coexistence line. In fact, we can write 
where γ is the surface tension, S m is the molar surface of the drop of radius r, and a s is the surface energy coefficient. Substitution in Eq. (31) leads to
At constant T the vapor pressure increases with decreasing size of the drop (see Fig. 2 ). Let us now consider the case of isobaric evaporation of a drop starting from a drop with A 0 constituents and evaporating into a drop with A < A 0 constituents. Let us now define the drop size parameter y =
. At constant pressure
from which follows
Thus, a slight decrease in temperature is predicted as the drop evaporates isobarically, thus leading to a negative isobaric heat capacity in the coexistence region as illustrated in Fig. 2 . As the drop is evaporating at constant pressure, the drop moves from one coexistence curve to another according to its decrease in radius, and thus to progressively lower temperatures. This slight effect is due not to an increase in surface as the drop evaporates, since the drop surface of course diminishes as A 2/3 , but to the slight increase of molar surface which does increase as A −1/3 (see Fig. 3 ). Also, the formation of bubbles in the body of the drop is thermodynamically disfavored by the factor f = exp(−γ∆S/T ) where ∆S is the surface of the bubble. Let us now move to the amply studied cases of lattice gas, Ising, and Potts models. We consider first an evaporating finite system in three dimensions of size A 0 = L 3 , with open boundary conditions. This case is essentially identical to the case of a drop discussed above (see Fig. 2 ). For maximal density at T = 0 (the ground state) y = 0 and the entire cubic lattice is filled. For decreasing densities, always at T = 0 a single cluster of minimum surface is present, which evolves from a cube to a sphere. The associated change in surface is shown in Fig. 3 . The caloric curve from y = 0 to y = 1/2 is essentially flat like in the infinite system, and the heat capacity is trivially infinite.
The introduction of periodic boundary conditions rids the system of "dangling bonds," as it were, by repeating a cubic lattice of side L periodically along the three coordinates. These conditions, lead to peculiar consequences.
At y = 0, the lattice is filled with particles so that ∆H m (0) = ∆H 0 m characteristic of the infinite system. As y increases at fixed lattice size, a bubble develops in the cube and surface is rapidly created (see Fig. 3 ). The bubble develops since the periodic boundary conditions prevent evaporation from the surface. The bubble grows with increasing y until it touches the sides of the lattice. This occurs for y ≈ 1/2. At nearly y = 1/2 and beyond, the "stable" configuration is a drop that eventually vanishes at y = 1. The change in surface associated with the range 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 as well as the molar surface are shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 3 .
The evaporation enthalpy thus becomes
from y = 0 to y = 1/2, and
from y = 1/2 to y = 1. As a consequence, for periodic boundary conditions
from y = 0 to y = 1/2, while from y = 1/2 to y = 1 Eq. (17) holds. The dramatic effect of periodic boundary conditions can be seen in Fig. 3 . The temperature decreases substantially with increasing y, due to the fact that the molar enthalpy at y = 0 assumes its bulk value ∆H 0 m and must meet the previous case of open boundary conditions for y = 1/2. This may well explain the calculated negative heat capacities reported in literature, as due to the unnatural choice of boundary conditions.
With the lessons learned above we can evaluate the heat capacities for nuclei. It is apparent from the above arguments that the key quantity is ∆H m and its dependence on the drop size, irrespective of the physical causes that determine its magnitude and dependence. In the case of nuclei the quantity ∆H m is determined by all the terms in the liquid drop model, such as the Coulomb and symmetry energy all of which contribute to the mean binding energy per nucleon. One can immediately infer that when the binding energy per nucleon decreases with A, the heat capacity should be positive, and vice-versa. Thus, since the maximum binding energy per nucleon occurs at A ∼ 60, negative heat capacities should be possible only for A < 60. Let us proceed more precisely. We can rely again on the Clapeyron equations to calculate the heat capacity as follows
From the integrated form of the Clapeyron equation we have
Finally
The derivative in the denominator can be evaluated approximately from the dependence on the binding energy per nucleon B upon the mass number
The liquid drop model allows us to estimate such a derivative. Without the Coulomb term, of course, we recover the results presented above for a drop. Thus negative heat capacities should be expected and the caloric curves should look like that shown in Fig. 2 . The Coulomb and symmetry terms, however, become important at large values of A, say, along the line of β -stability. From Fig. 4 it is apparent that the binding energy decreases with A for A >∼ 60. Consequently in all this region of A, positive specific heats should be expected. Only for A <∼ 60, negative specific heats are predicted. This straightforward result based on elementary thermodynamics and ground state binding energies raises serious questions as to the meaning of the negative heat capacities that have been claimed for large nuclear systems. The area of the interface never finds a minimum and the probability P for the location of the interface is equal for all interface positions X. This is shown schematically in the bottom plot. This means that all proportions of the two phases are equally probable and the system is equi-modal.
Bimodality
Bimodality is being offered as a signal of phase transitions in finite (and even infinite) systems. The history of bimodality traces back to Hill's text book "Thermodynamics of small systems" and references therein and refers to the fact that given for instance the chemical potential µ or p and T constant either one of the two phases is present and not both in arbitrary relative amounts such as in standard thermodynamics where all intermediate densities associated with arbitrary relative abundances of the phases are equiprobable. Thus the system has an equal probability of being either of the two possible phases, e.g. the system is perfectly bimodal. Bottom the probability distribution as a function of the position of the interface with peaks at X = a and X = b showing the bimodal nature of the system.
The reason given for it is the interface created by the coexisting phases and the associated cost in free energy which should depress any coexisting configuration by a factor of exp − c∆s T
, where c is the surface tension, ∆s is the surface created and k is the surface free energy coefficient and N is the number of particles in the system with the surface.
An immediate criticism that can be raised against this proposition is the fact that it holds only if the pure phases do not have surfaces and surface energies of their own. In general this is not the case. Rather, surface is present at all times and how it affects coexistence ends up depending on the configurations and vagaries of the boundary conditions, as well shall endeavor to show.
Let us analyze first a case that comes closest to Hill's expectations. This is actually offered to us by a recent calculation based upon an Ising system. The calculations is performed grand canonically (i.e. at constant µ, T ) in a finite cell of a given size, with periodic boundary conditions. It is observed that, above the critical temperature T c the mean density has a single peak in the probability distribution P corresponding to the single fluid phase. Below T c two well separated peaks in P appear, one corresponding to the vapor, the other to the liquid. Each realization is either all vapor like or all liquid like, while essentially no realization corresponds to the mixture of the two phases. This is called bimodality. The reason for this is Hill's original explanation. The mixed phase involves the appearance of interfaces between the two phases with the associated free energy increase.
Convincing as this may be, this example works only because of the peculiarity of the periodic boundary conditions. Since the calculation is performed grand canonically (i.e. µ is constant rather than the number of particles N), interface surfaces do not appear only if the vapor fills the cell and the rest of the universe generated by the periodic boundary conditions, or if the liquid fills the cell and the rest of the universe generated by the periodic boundary conditions at the same µ. The removal of periodic boundary conditions immediately creates a surface around the cell with the attendant surface free energy even if a single phase is present. In particular, since the surface free energy coefficient is larger for the case of the liquid-vacuum interface than for that of the vapor-vacuum interface, it follows that the bimodality disappears and only the vapor like phase will be manifested. This is all the more interesting because a liquid-like cell would readily compare with a hot nucleus, which would be then unstable at the same µ, T with respect to the Thus the system has the greatest probability of being in two possible phases and the system is perfectly unimodal. Bottom the probability distribution as a function of the position of the interface showing the unimodal nature of the system. vapor-like phase. Thus bimodality in nuclear systems seems to be excluded by the very typical calculations that offer it as a signal of a phase transition.
A more realistic spherical geometry suggests a spherical liquid drop surrounded by its vapor also confined in a spherical shell extending into vacuum. Even in this case, which is a very realistic representation of a nucleus surrounded by its vapor, there can never be bimodality, since as before the liquid to vapor surface energy is much larger than the vapor to vacuum surface energy.
In order to appreciate the role of boundary conditions on the uni or flui modality, let us consider the following pedagogical examples. In all examples we consider only the two phase interface to be active while we assume the phase-container interface to be inert. For simplicity the two phases are taken to have the same density.
Our first example is that of an infinite cylinder of constant radius or a torus shown in Fig. 5 . The total free energy including surface is indifferent to the position of the interface. This is the classical case observed in thermodynamics where the equilibrium is indifferent with respect to X.
Our second example is that of two cones connected by their bases shown in Fig. 6 . The free energy has a minimum at a and b as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus we have perfect bimodality.
Our third example is that of two cones connected by their verticies shown in Fig. 7 . The free energy has a minimum at verticies connection and the system portrays unimodality as shown in Fig. 7 .
Our next example is that of a sequence of cylinders connected alternately by their bases and verticies shown in Fig. 8 . The free energy has a maximum at each vertex connection and the system portrays n th -modality as shown in Fig. 8 .
Our final example is that shown in Fig. 9 . The free energy has an absolute maximum at each end of the system and a local maximum in the middle. Thus the system portrays weak trimodality as shown in Fig. 9 . The surface area of the interface is minimized at the meeting of the vertices. Thus the system has the greatest probability of being in two possible phases with the position of the interface being at the meeting of the base and vertex; the system is n th -modal. Bottom the probability distribution as a function of the interface position showing the n th -modal nature of the system.
THE COMPLEMENT: A SOLUTION TO LIQUID DROP FINITE SIZE EFFECTS IN PHASE TRANSITIONS
Finite size effects are essential in the study of nuclei and other mesoscopic systems for opposite, but complementary reasons. In modern cluster physics, the problem of finite size arises when attempts are made to relate known properties of the infinite system to cluster properties brought to light by experiment [1] . For nuclear physics, the problem is the opposite: finite size effects dominates the physics at all excitations and the challenge is generalize specific properties of a drop (nucleus) to a description of uncharged, symmetric infinite nuclear matter. This goal has been achieved already for cold nuclei by the liquid drop model. Finite size effects are also encountered in nuclear physics in efforts to generate a liquid-vapor phase diagram from heat capacity measurements [2] and fragment distributions [3] . We present a general approach to deal with finite size effects in phase transitions and illustrate it for liquid-vapor phase coexistence. A dilute, nearly ideal vapor phase is in equilibrium with a denser liquid phase; finiteness is realized when liquid phase is a finite drop. A finite drop's vapor pressure is typically calculated by including the surface energy in the molar vaporization enthalpy [4, 5] . We introduce here the concept of the complement to extend and quantify finite size effects down to drops as small as atomic nuclei. We generalize Fisher's model [6] , deriving an expression for cluster concentrations of a vapor in equilibrium with a finite drop and recover from it the Gibbs-Thomson formulae [8] . We demonstrate our approach with the lattice gas (Ising) model.
The complement method consists of evaluating the free energy change occurring when a cluster moves from one phase to another. For a finite liquid drop in equilibrium with its vapor, this is done by virtually transfering a cluster from the liquid drop to the vapor and evaluating the energy and entropy changes associated with both the vapor cluster and the residual liquid drop (complement). This method can be generalized to incorporate energy terms common in the nuclear case: symmetry, Coulomb (with caution [7] ) and angular momentum energies.
In the framework of physical cluster theories of non-ideal vapors (which assume the monomer-monomer interaction is exhausted by the formation of clusters), clusters behave ideally and are independent of each other. The complement method is based upon this independence. Physical cluster theories state that the concentrations of vapor clusters of X p FIGURE 9. Top: a side view of an oddly shaped container: conical sections on either end that connect to conical sections that meet before their vertices in the middle. On the left is one phase shown by smaller red open circles, on the right is another phase shown by larger blue filled squares. The dashed line represents the interface between the two phases. The surfaces of the container are periodic. The surface area of the interface is minimized at the meeting of the vertices. Thus the system has the greatest probability of being in two possible phases with the position of the interface being at the ends of the container and there is some smaller, but non-zero probability that the interface is at the center of the container; the system is weakly trimodal. Bottom the probability distribution as a function of the interface position showing the trimodal nature of the system.
A constituents n A (T ) depend on the free energy of cluster formation ∆G A (T ) = ∆E A (T ) − T ∆S A (T ).
The epigon of physical cluster theories is Fisher's model [6] which writes, at coexistence, ∆E = c 0 A σ and ∆S A (T ) =
where q 0 is a normalization, τ is Fisher's topological exponent, c 0 is the surface energy coefficient, σ is the surface to volume exponent, and ε = (T c − T )/T c . The leading term in ∆S A (T ), proportional to A σ , permits the vanishing of the cluster free energy at a T = T c independent of size. Equation (27) (and the extension below) is valid only at phase coexistence for T ≤ T c . The direct physical interpretation of the parameters in ∆G A (T ) and their application to the nuclear case is the reason for this choice here, despite its limitations [9] . We generalize eq. (27), valid for infinite liquid-vapor equilibrium, to the case of a vapor in equilibrium with a finite liquid drop. For each vapor cluster we can perform the gedanken experiment of extracting it from the liquid, determining entropy and energy changes of the drop and cluster, and then putting it back into the liquid (the equilibrium condition), as if, according to physical cluster theories, no other clusters existed. Fisher's expressions for ∆E A (T ) and ∆S A (T ) can be written for a drop of size A d in equilibrium with its vapor as exactly the same parameters. We can rewrite Eq. (28) as
with n ∞ A (T ) given by Eq. (27). The finite size of the drop acts as an effective chemical potential,
, increasing the vapor pressure [8] . In order to quantitatively demonstrate this method, we apply it to the canonical lattice gas (Ising) model [15, 16] with a fixed number of up spins, i.e. a fixed mean occupation density ρ fixed lattice gas (equivalently, a fixed magnetization M fixed Ising model) [19] . Up spins represent particles of the fluid forming monomers, dimers, drops etc. Down spins are empty space; the lattice is the container enclosing the fluid. We chose large lattices with periodic boundary conditions to minimize finite lattice effects, irrelevant to our study. For d = 2 (3) we used a square (simple cubic) lattice of side L = 80 (25) which leads to a shift in T c of < 0.5% [11, 12] (< 0.5% [13, 14] ). The M fixed calculations were performed according to ref. [18] . For every (T, ρ fixed ) over 10 5 thermalized realizations were generated to produce the cluster concentrations. We performed M free calculations for the same lattices as a benchmark in order to differentiate effects of a finite lattice from those of a finite drop.
For the M fixed calculations at T = 0, the up spins aggregate into a single liquid drop in a vacuum: the ground state. At higher temperatures, the vacuum is filled with a vapor made of up spin clusters. Clusters in the vapor were identified via the Coniglio-Klein algorithm [20] to insure that their behavior is physical (i.e. cluster concentrations return Ising critical exponents and not percolation exponents). The largest cluster represents the liquid drop and is identified geometrically (all like spin nearest neighbors bonded) in order to capture the skin thickness associated with liquid drops [19] . Our choices of ground state liquid drops A 0 d (shown in Fig.10 ) insure that the ground state is approximately square (cubical) for d = 2 (3). Due to periodic boundary conditions the ground state shape changes with M fixed [17] . To evaluate the efficacy of the complement, we examine the scaled cluster concentrations for our calculations: n A (T )/q 0 A −τ vs. c 0 A σ ε/T . For M free calculations it has been shown that this scaling collapses concentrations of clusters over a wide range in A and T [9] . Finite size liquid drop effects will be manifested in the cluster concentrations of the M fixed calculations which should scale better according to Eq. (28) than to Eq. (27).
Only clusters of A ≥ 9 are included in the M free fits for the d = 2 calculations. This is because only large clusters obey Fisher's ansatz for the cluster surface energy: E A = c 0 A σ . Small clusters are dominated by geometrical shell effects [22] . For the d = 3 M fixed calculations, large clusters are very rare, so clusters of A ≥ 2 are included in our analysis. Thus, the magnitudes of the χ 2 ν values from the d = 3 calculations are due to the clusters analyzed not following closely Fisher's ansatz.
In the thermodynamic limit, the highest temperature admitted by Eq. (27) or (28) is the temperature at which the system leaves coexistence. For the M free calculations this occurs at T = T c , while for the M fixed calculations this occurs at T ≈ T X . However, due to the small size of our drops, fluctuations grow large before T X and we consider only
To make a comparison between the scaling achieved with the M free clusters and with the M fixed clusters, we fit the M free clusters with Eq. (27) with the free parameters T c , c 0 , σ and τ; q 0 = ζ (τ − 1)/2. Results are given in Table 1 . This level of inaccuracy arises from shell effects [22] . Next we calculate χ 2 ν for the M fixed clusters using Eq. (27) and Eq. (28) with parameters fixed to the Table 1 values for the infinite system. This procedure frees us as much as possible from the drawbacks of Fisher's model so we can concentrate on the effect of the complement. Results are given in Table 2 We now confront the integrated quantities, pressure p(
This leads to
and
For a vapor of monomers as A d τ equations (31) and (32) yield the Gibbs-Thomson formulae [8] . Figure 13 shows the behavior of p(A d , T ) and ρ(A d , T ) for the M fixed calculations compared to the bulk results. To free ourselves from finite lattice size effects p ∞ (T ), ρ ∞ (T ) and n ∞ A (T ) are determined from the M free calculations. As Fig. 13); i.e. the ratio in question is > 1. Accounting for the complement via equations (31) and (32) (using values in Table 1 ) collapses results from all the calculations to a single line recovering the bulk behavior (thick lines in Fig. 13); i.e. the ratio in question is ∼ 1. Deviations at low T are due to the increasing effects of monomers which have c 0 = 8 (12) in d = 2 (3) .
In conclusion, a general approach in terms of the complement has been developed which allows one to account for finite liquid drop size effects and to extrapolate from finite to infinite systems. We have demonstrated the applicability of our method using lattice gas model (Ising) calculations. This method can be generalized to include other energy factors present in the nuclear case (e.g. symmetry, Coulomb and angular momentum energies) which is another important step towards determining the liquid-vapor phase boundary of infinite, symmetric nuclear matter from experimental nuclear data.
THE RESISTIBLE EFFECTS OF COULOMB INTERACTION ON NUCLEUS-VAPOR PHASE COEXISTENCE
Since the birth of the liquid drop model, which occurred more than 60 years ago, nuclei have been recognized as charged drops of a van der Waals like fluid. Soon after, the concept of cold uncharged, symmetric nuclear matter was introduced. The characterization of its properties, such as its phase diagram and equation of state has been and remains still perhaps the most eminent goal of nuclear physics. The experimental characterization of cold nuclear matter began by setting the surface, symmetry, and Coulomb terms of the liquid drop expression to zero and retaining just the volume term. This, together with the independent measurement of nuclear radii (already inferable from the surface and Coulomb coefficients), defined the fundamental properties of cold symmetric nuclear matter, namely its binding energy and density at saturation.
Thus, the Coulomb interaction was reasonably eliminated from the picture in order to dispose of what was perceived as a troublesome inessential divergence, while, for better or worse, it remains all pervasive in the experimental realm.
The experimental extension to higher temperatures was hampered both by the lack of a suitable container which became necessary to accommodate the vapor phase (shown to exist by the the soon discovered neutron and proton evaporation) and by the not obviously generalizable finite size effects.
In this paper we consider the problem of the Coulomb interaction and the problem of the container, and we present a simple and natural solution to both. This solution also gives a good indication of how to deal with finite size with maximum generality.
The nuclear liquid vapor phase transition, or more properly, the liquid vapor coexistence is being discussed intensely in literature [3, 22? ? ? ? ? ]. Theoretically, a great deal of attention has been given to the effects of the nuclear finite size [? ] . Experimentally, discovery and characterization has been claimed from various quarters [? ? ? ? ? ? ? ], although doubts remain regarding the validity of some approaches and the consistency of the results.
Many of the theoretical approaches have been based upon numerical simulations of finite lattice systems. From these studies negative heat capacities have been claimed to be the signal of the phase transitions in nuclei and other finite systems [? ] . From our part we found it more productive to use a simple extension of thermodynamics which incorporates the finiteness of the nuclear system through the surface and other liquid drop terms [? ] .
We showed that a negative heat capacity can be trivially expected in terms of the change of the droplet (nuclear) binding energy with the decreasing size of the evaporating droplet (nucleus). This can be seen most clearly in the case of an isobaric transition:
Since from the Clapeyron equation and
we can obtain the desired result for the isobaric dependence of the transition temperature on the size of the system
In all the above, A is the size of the system, ∆H m is the molar enthalpy of vaporization (∆H m ≈ B(A) + T ), and B(A) is the binding energy per particle of a cluster of size A.
In a droplet of a van der Waals liquid, ∆H m increases with increasing size A and saturates for the infinite systems. This is of course due to the droplet molar surface energy which decreases and asymptotically vanishes with increasing droplet size. Thus Eq. (38) says that, at fixed pressure p the coexistence temperature decreases as the droplet (nucleus) evaporates. This implies a sloping downwards of the caloric curve in the transition region and a negative heat capacity in the same region. An example of the droplet size dependent heat capacity is given in Fig. 14 as the slope in the temperature-enthalpy correlation at constant pressure for different drop sizes.
However, as we pointed out elsewhere [? ] , in nuclei surface effects are not the only ones to be considered. Coulomb effects become progressively more important with increasing A, Z and eventually, at about A=60 they reverse the surface trend prevailing at small A values. Above A ≈ 60 where the binding is at a maximum the binding and thus ∆H m progressively decreases with increasing A. The inescapable conclusion is that, within the scope of the Clapeyron equation, no negative heat capacities should be observed for A > 60, in contradiction with claims to the contrary [? ] .
The above result is predicated upon the dominant emission of monomers (neutrons, protons), or, at any rate, very small clusters. Should the nucleus statistically breakup into large fragments, the A ≈ 60 upper limit for the observation of negative heat capacities would be correspondingly displaced upwards. However, not only are large fragments rare at low temperature but they never dominate at any temperature (below the critical temperature). In Ising models, finite or not, the average cluster size in the "gas phase" hardly rises above unity. The same holds true in experimental data [? ? ]. It truly seems impossible to escape these thermodynamic conclusions.
Alternatively, the position of the maximum can be displaced towards larger masses by inhibiting the effect of Coulomb by means of a box. If we take a spherical box of size nR where R is the radius of a nucleus, we can immediately write down the liquid drop formula for a nucleus confined in it
where a v , a s and a c are the volume, surface and Coulomb coefficients respectively. The chemical potential is given by µ = ∂ B/∂ A. Letting Z = KA and solving for ∂ µ/∂ A = ∂ 2 B/∂ A 2 = 0, we find that the largest mass number for which negative heat capacities can occur isÂ
Without a box, n → ∞ andÂ ≈ 29. If the maximum is desired atÂ = 208 then n ≈ 1.16. This means that the system must be confined in a box barely larger than itself. This extreme requirement shows that in order to obtain the desired result one must literally kill the Coulomb effect. A serious justification is needed for such an extreme assumption. However, one may question whether the role of the Coulomb interaction is merely that of decreasing the binding energy. The long range nature of this force may compel us to analyze its role in more detail in first order phase transitions. As will be shown below, the problems are quite serious and threaten our ability to define a true first order phase transition with any generality in the presence of such a force.
Let us begin with a premise. In typical first order phase "coexistence", the two phases (liquid and vapor) do not have to be in actual physical contact. The contact surface is irrelevant as is the short range interaction between the two phases. In other words the equilibrium regime depends exclusively on the properties of each of the two phases, as if the other were not there. Equilibrium exists when the chemical potentials of the two phases are equal, be they in contact or not.
Let us now introduce the Coulomb interaction in the problem of a drop and its vapor. The Coulomb interaction can be split into three parts: 1) the drop self energy; 2) the drop-vapor interaction energy; and 3) the vapor self energy.
The drop self energy, for a finite bound or metastable drop, is easily calculated and does not constitute a problem.
For the drop-vapor interaction, we consider a probe cluster which we can carry from the interior of the drop to infinity. The potential energy experienced in the process depends upon the particle's charge/mass and is shown schematically in Fig. 15 .
If the particle has zero charge (top panel), a step is observed at the droplet radius equal to the particle binding energy. For charges greater than zero, a maximum B c is observed at the approximate distance of the two droplets in contact. From there the potential decreases according to the Coulomb law and settles down at infinity to a value equal to the binding energy of the particle, Q.
In this case, where we assume that any particle of any size is bound (Q < 0) and we forget about problem 3), there is no difficulty in defining a gas phase in equilibrium with the droplet at infinity constituted by particles of all sizes whose abundance is controlled by the respective binding energies in the standard way. The intervening Coulomb barrier B c does not alter the equilibrium, although it may slow its achievement. In this case the vapor is constituted mainly of monomers and the coexistence pressure described by the Clapeyron equation
with the molar enthalpy ∆H m suitably accounting for both surface and Coulomb terms, is completely adequate to describe the liquid to vapor transition and coexistence (∆V m is the molar volume). Let us now consider the case in which the probe particle becomes unbound to the droplet above some Z value, due to the Coulomb interaction. Now the situation becomes as depicted in Fig. 16 . In this case the droplet is not stable and the ground state of the system may consist of two or more pieces of the original drop at infinity. This is naturally true already at T = 0. Thus it is not possible to speak properly of this drop in statistical equilibrium with its vapor, since the drop itself is metastable. For a nucleus like gold, the ground state is at least as complicated as three fragments of approximately size 60 nucleons at infinity. This "true" ground state is hundreds of MeV below the mass of the gold nucleus. In any statistical calculation, at any reasonable temperature, one can expect a liquid-like phase consisting of a configuration similar to the true ground state in equilibrium with some vapor. A metastable gold-like drop is an immensely improbable configuration because of the great energy chasm mentioned above. The probability of such a configuration can be surmised from the Boltzmann factor P = exp(−∆E/T ) where ∆E is the energy difference between the metastable state and the ground state. Estimating ∆E ≈ 135 MeV and a temperature of 4 MeV we obtain P ≈ e −34 or approximately 2 × 10 −15 .
One might argue that our point is made from energetic rather than free energy considerations and that it may in fact be incorrect. After all, equilibria work both ways, and typically one of the phases is at a lower energy than the other.
Let us consider, then, the transition from a condensed phase (liquid-like) to a dilute phase (vapor-like). For an infinitesimal isothermal transfer, the variation of the free energy must be zero
As we go from liquid to vapor, ∆E > 0 for a typical fluid, but this energy increase is compensated by an equivalent increase in entropy, due just to the increase in molar volume. However, if ∆E is negative, due to the Coulomb effect, we need a decrease in entropy which is hardly compatible with expansion.
The conclusion is that a statistical equilibrium first order phase coexistence and phase transition is not definable for any droplet that has unbound channels. Of course, the transition of the metastable droplet to its "true" complex ground state does not qualify as a statistical phase transition.
This Coulomb effect seems truly devastating since it does not allow one to define nuclear phase transitions much above A ≈ 60.
However there may be a solution to this difficulty. If we consider the emission of particles with a sizable charge, we notice that a large Coulomb barrier B c is present. For T << B c these channels may be considered effectively closed. Consequently the unbound channels may not play a role on a suitably short time scale. Then a phase transition may still be definable in an approximate way. But, of course, we reach again the previous conclusion that for A > 60 heat capacities must be positive and therefore claims of negative heat capacities for large nuclei [? ? ] find here a most serious objection.
Incidit in Scyllam qui vult vitare Charybdim. (Falling from the frying pan into the fire...) Let us consider now part 3) of the Coulomb energy, namely the vapor self energy. As we said above, it diverges for an infinite amount of vapor. For a dilute vapor, we could consider a small portion such that the intrinsic self energy/nucleon is much less than the temperature T . Alternatively, we could consider a finite box containing a finite system. Unfortunately, at any other distance smaller than infinity the result depends annoyingly on the size (and shape!) of the container and on whether the drop is confined or not in a specified location of the container; a rather inelegant and non-general situation leading to confusing questions about true equilibrium. In any case, it is clear that overall, the Coulomb term makes the definition of phase coexistence and phase transition intractable and ill-posed.
A solution to these difficulties can be arrived at only by asking a slightly different question: is there a way to obtain experimentally the signal and characterization of the phase diagram (transition) of a nucleus as if the Coulomb interaction were not there?
As mentioned above, any attempt to define and characterize both phases in the presence of the Coulomb interaction depends (at the very least) on the shape and size of a confining volume applied from without. This seems artificial and lacks a desirable generality. But nature actually provides this "confining volume" for us. Any particle trying to leave the nucleus is "boxed in" by a barrier (B s ) which depends on the particle under consideration and on the residual nucleus (or the "complement"). The top of this potential barrier is close in shape to the potential of two objects, particle and complement, in near contact. The tops of these barriers are actually conditional saddle points [? ] , conditional in the sense that the mass asymmetry is considered frozen.
According to standard transition state theory all these saddles are in statistical equilibrium with the droplet and the decay rates give direct information on their population which is naturally controlled by a Boltzmann factor exp(−B s /T ). In particular for large enough B s the observed experimental abundances are directly related to first chance emission and thus to the transition state rate. Coul are the Coulomb energies for the same two configurations. Since the Coulomb energies can be easily estimated assuming a two touching spheres configuration for the saddle and one sphere configuration for the droplet (see Fig. 17 ), we can correct the rates by dividing away the Boltzmann factor containing the Coulomb terms and be left with only the rates/abundances pertaining to the decay of an uncharged drop, for which all channels are bound by the extra surface energy Q surface = E s surface − E gs surface (see Fig. 18 ). These rates are now independent of distance and are proportional to the effective partial concentration of the hypothetical gas in equilibrium. We speak of a virtual gas phase because it is not and it need not be present. This picture of a free evaporation of a droplet in vacuum neatly bypasses also the need for a physical presence of the vapor. The resulting situation is very much that described by the Fisher droplet model [? ] for the composition of a saturated vapor in equilibrium with a liquid droplet. The Fisher droplet model can be directly co-opted to describe the (first chance) fragment abundances of a nuclear physics experiment after correction FIGURE 17. A schematic representation of the Coulomb correction when the emitted fragment is bound (left panels) and unbound (right panels). In both cases one can remove the Coulomb energy of the saddle configuration and calculate the Q value using surface energies only (bottom panels). The resulting hypothetical gas will be composed of fragments that are bound to the droplet (Q surface < 0) for all fragment partitions. FIGURE 18. The dependence of the saddle barrier (B s , dotted line) is plotted as a function atomic number for a schematic binding energy which includes only Coulomb and surface terms. Each saddle barrier consist of two parts: the −Q value (short dash) and the Coulomb barrier B c (long dash). After correction for Coulomb, the relevant Q value calculated using surface terms only binds the fragment to the drop and is shown by the solid line. This is calculated for a Z=50, A=118 nucleus.
for Coulomb effects. From it, it is easy to obtain the coexistence diagram for any nuclear system deprived of the Coulomb interaction [? ? ]. This is in the same spirit as in nuclear matter calculations in which neutrons and protons are considered as distinct particles, but without any Coulomb interaction.
In summary, we have illustrated the difficulties brought about by the Coulomb interaction in the problem of the nuclear heat capacities. We have shown that for systems with bound decay channels, negative specific heats, if definable at all, are allowed only for A < 60. For unbound channels, namely nuclei metastable to breakup into two or more large fragments, no phase description or phase coexistence with the normal thermodynamic generality is possible. However, we have shown that decay transition rates can be corrected for the Coulomb interaction in a natural way and the phase diagram for the corresponding chargeless system can be easily obtained.
